In static network settings the closeness centrality of a vertex a describes how close a is to all other vertices c ∈ V \a, in the network specified by the shortest paths. This centrality measure was extended [1, 2] for a graph sequence G = G 1 , . . . , G S by proposing the temporal closeness centrality (TCC) for a vertex a as T CC 1,S (a) = S−1 k=1 c∈V \a
where |γ k,m,S (a, c)| denotes the length of the shortest temporal path between vertices a to c over the snapshot sequence G k , . . . , G S ]. TCC captures the dynamics by summing over the graph sequence that gets successively reduced by one snapshot. In analogy to CTBC, we propose the clone temporal closeness centrality (CTCC) as an extension of Eq. (1):
where |γ j k k,m,S (a, c)| denotes the length of a shortest temporal path starting at the j k -th clone of the k-th snapshot. If there is no such temporal path from a to c then the distance between a and c is defined as infinite and we assume that 1 ∞ = 0.
